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ABSTRACT
This paaPhlet offers a-preivXew o information

services available from Solcost, a research and development project.
The first section explains that Solcost'calculates system and_ costs .

performance for solar heated and cooled new and retrofit
constructions, such as residential buildings and single zone
commerbial buildings. ror a typical analysis, So cost calculates the
portio of load supplied, by solar, the optimum 'size for the .

lit
-collec , and. the pafbaTek period for the solmi system investient
compare o a conventiodal system. An erample is.given of,aa analysis
-for axesidence. Titles and sources of Solcost handbooks are listed
The 'second section introduces the operational and technical details
for those familiar with solar stem engineering and computer
technologies. (Author/OLF)
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You can use gOLCOST with or wit lout bad
merit.% and /or computer teelnology.

Simon I Introductioin
Introduces you to SPICOST how can lie used aid
what SOLCOST can do

Section II. Technical
Intrciduces the Operational and technical details for those
faMiliar JA.rith solar system engineering and cornputer-
technologies.

For sets by U e Superintendent of Documents. U.S. Government Feinting Once, WattAlbston, D.C, 20402
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1. Show i nt i ormance characteristics
for solar at coo and service he water systems

2. Show the cost comparison between solar and
conventional systems

3. Perform heat loads analysis

Solar
Portion

For a typical analisis.
SOLCOSr calculates the
p9rtiori of load
supplied by solar,

Collector Area

Corn
dual
Savings

S

the optimum size for the
collector,

Collector Area

Net
Cash 0
Flaw

and the payback period
for the solar system
investment compared to
a conventional system.



fo i tpa e er

.COST can
e cost of the optimum solar system in terms of

dollars million BTU.

2

of solar systems
e aluated by SOLCOST
A) Space and domestic water heatin systems with air or

liquid collectors
B) Absorption cycle air conditioning systems

Solarassisted heat pump systems
Passive systems COLLECTORS

TOPIZED

SOLAR COLLECTOR

STEAM
SUPPL'

AT EXCHANGER

.°"". CONDENSATE

AELSONETION
CHILLER

GDR_ ISER
WATER PUMU

CHILLED
WATER PUMP

AUXILIARY
HEATER

DISTRIE AGE
TO DOMESTIC
HOT WATER

AUXILIARY
HEATER

COLD
WATER

Sblar Collector Types Available in SOLCOST

1. SOLCOST can evaluate any flat plate collector or
which the efficiency is known.

2. SOLCOST canevaluate one-axis tracking and
evacuated tubular type collectors.
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IltiCOST

you have a fam wit
Users' Guide explain how
remote terminal on Nation

CYBERNET (Control Data or
LEIS (General Electric Information Servic

To obtain

The SOLCOST Solar Heating Handbook
with Building Heat Load A nalysis (Coriserwa
The SOLCOST Solar Heating and Cooling
Handbook with Absorption Cycle Cooling
The SOLCOSIlolar Heating Handbook
with Solar Boosted Heat Pump
The SOLCOST Solar Passive Heating Handbook
The SOLCOST Solar Hot Water Handbook
The SOLCOST Users' Guide

contact
International Business Services, Inc.
Solar Group
1010 Vermont Avenue
Washington, D.C. 2000
Tel: (202) 628 -1450

SOLCOST software copies are also availa bl

To obtain

SOLCOST Software (FORTRAN IV for CDC,
IBM, LINIVA'C)
SOLCOST Technical Reference Manual

or for immediate SOLCOST engineering design service,
contact

Solar Environmental Engineering Co Inc.
SOLCOST Service Center
P.O. Box 1914
Ft. Collins, Colorado 80522
Tel: (303) 221-4370

* Users' Guides for remote terminal operations will also be available from 0/BERNET and LEIS
Sales Representatives as of August, 1971,



System The
. Fuel Type for Reference Heating System
Fuel Type for Solar Auxiliary Heating
Collector T

°Hector Tilt
Collector rnutth
Site Location
Building Heat'Loss Coefficient
Building Floor Area *-
Solar System Fixed tnitial cost
Solar Collitctor Installed Cost iSq . Ft.
Loan Interest Rate
Loan Term
LoanDown Payment
Property Tax Rate
Income Tax 'Rate
Inflation of Maint., Insur. Property TaXes
Present Electricity Cost $/Kw-hr
Electricity 'Cost E5calation Per Year

. .

ration of Selected Inp Values

ystem Type
This input parameter covers different types of solar
systems psed for heating & cooling tSf buildings. For
example, the indicator (1) above signifies space heating
with-liquid coMctors, collector/storage heat exchanger,
fan coils or air duct heatexchanger systems.

Fuel type f r Reference (Conventional).Heating Syste
cl

m
Fuel types dude natural gas, electricity, fuel-oil, LP gas
and coal. When you input an indicator (2) as above, it
means electricity i fuel used for the reference-or
conventional heating system.

2
2
3
55.:(Degrees)

(Degrees) -
DENVER

4- 8.3 (B T 1Sq. Ft -7 .-Day)
1950. (Sq. Feet)
$1000.
$12.00
.09 (9 percent)
20. (Year)
.22 (22 percent)
02 (2 percent)

30 percent)
4 percent)

i
Fuel Type for Solar Auxiliary Heating System
Then fuel type's are usually the same as those for the
reference heating system input parameter natural

,

gas, ectricity, fuel oil, LP gas and coal The indicatorel
(2) epresents electricity.

Cdllector Type
-All collector types including liquid, air, evacuated tube,
and others can be defined by this parameter, The indicator
(3) represents a liquid, flat plate, 1 cover, selective
absorber collector.
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OPTIMIZATION BY SOLCOST-
at plate 1 glass selective

collector size for tilt angle of 55 degrees is 400 sq. ft
Solar cos 1000 fixed + 4800 collector + 900 storage
In conventional- system costs
Initital solar investment g $6700 Down payment $1500
Financial- scenario resi en

CASH fi3OW SUMMARY

(A) ,(B)'
Fuel/Utility lWairit
Savings -I- lrikur.

500
2 550

605
4 665
5 732
6 805
7 886
8, 974

st-
9 10721

10' 1179
11 1297
12 1427
13 1569
14 1726
15 1890-r-

t. 16 2089
17 2297
18 2527'
19 27130

20 3058

Totals 28637

70
73
76
79
52
55
89
.92
96

100
104
108
112
117
121
126
131
136

_142
147

2086

Frzperty
Paz

ID)
Annual
Inter

(E)
Tax

8avgs

(F)
Loin

Pay iient

(G)
Net

Cash Flow

I 4500 (Do P
135 468 181 - .570 -94
140 459 180 670 -53
146 449 178 570 -8
152 438 177 570 42
158 426 175 570 98
164 413 173 570_ 159
171 399 171 570 228
178 384 168 570 303
185 367 166 570 387
192 349 . 162 570 480
200 329 159 570 582
208 307 155 570 696
216 284 150 570 821
22.8 258 145 570 960
234 230 139 570 1113
243 199 133 570 1283
253 166 126. 570 1470
263 130 118 570 1676
273 90 109 570 1904
284 47 99 570 2156

4020 6192 3064 11400 12703

Payback time for fuel savings to equal total investrilent . .

Payback time for net cash flow to equal down payment . .

Rate of return on net cash flow . . . . , .. . . . .

Annual portion of load provided by solar.
Annual energy savings with solar system --
Tax savings income tax rate x (C -F D)
Net cash flow A C E F

8.9 years
9.9 years
16.3 percent
72.0 percent
91.3 million btus

Similar calculations can be made for businesses and non-profit organizations where special consideriti (;ris
such as depredation and tax deductions are accounted for.
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-cycle casts_ of a
ail)HVAC

-4,

_ rm one day
e year This computation'

a data iricluding mum and
maxit> temperatures, average degree e, and percent
sunshine sits.
Solar and ?feather data required for the solar analysis is
stored in SOLCOST for 124 cities in the US. Theuser
accesses this data simply by entering a three letter code
for the city neares his location.
Figure 1, below; ows the flow chArt for the SOLCOST
analysis wh mputes the cost optimized solarcollector
size. Three of analysis are coupled together in SOL-
COST to evaluate active solar collection systems. They
are:

(a) A Building ads analyi s
(b) A life cycle cost analysis
(c) The solar &Hector/system performance analysis

Building Heating
and/or Cooling

Load

Soto Madman
for Ca:swear
Tilt Andes

Collector Performance
and Usable Solar

Energy per Ft'

SOLCOST flow Chart

6

Fraction f of
Load Supplied

by Solar

Life Cy e Cost
Anal for Solar

vs Re erence System
(conventional)

Sine Storage for
Cost Optimum

Area

Output Cuba now
gate of Return

Payback

END
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LOST Space Heatin
and Cooling Loads Cal ati n
The user has a chtirce of entering his own estimate of
heating and/or cooling loads, or using one of the
following four methods available in SOLCOST:

1. ,Entry of annual fuel usage records and existing HVAC
system description by the retrofit user. SOLCQST will
estimate space heating loads using reasonable assumptions
on equipment deficiencies.

2. Specification that the building yr ll meet ASHRAE Standard
90-75 energy conservation in new building design. The
user inputs the building dimensions andSOLCOST com-
putes the overall thermal conductance which meets the
ASHRAE standard. Inputs required from the user for the
ASHRAE Standard 90-75 method are floor window area
and exterior wall areas.

3. User input of the buildin A in BTU/hr- f. This
approach assumes t at the us4r (dr his engineer) has
analyzed his build g vv t6 a conventional loads calcula-
tion procedure such as theThethod described in the
ASHIUE Handbook of Fundamentals.
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e u
pl OST uses a

ork which has n'pre-defined in the pro-
e ups description building, SOINOS7

r valteis and control cob,-
orth lu nito proceed. The network

a o for all modes- of heat transfer including radiation,
convection, andconduction. Thermal capacitanceof the
structure istrnodeled with diffusion nodes having thermal

iapacitance. The standard analysis solves'the network
rapidly with a steady-rate metWod to fincl a design heat loss
rate which is then used with degree days to estimate the
heating load. The passive analysis solves the network for

ancient conditions to estimate energy requirements.

Domestic hot water
Loads calculation
The user has a choice of entering his doinestic hot water
heating load directly (in BTU's per day) or using one of the
following methods available in SOLCOST.

1. Retrofit users enter fuel usage records and a description
of the existing hot water heating equipment. SOLCOST
will estimate a hot water load using reasonable
assumptions for the equipment efficiency.

2. User specifies residential application and enters number
. of occupants. SOLCOST" timates hot water demand

based.on average residential usage data,

Sample cash flow
ou ut
Internal rates of return on the investment before and after
taxes are computed and printed on the ash flow output
sheet. This4ate of return is the interest rate which makes
the present worth of the cash flow in time equal to the
initial investment. This interest rate gives the user a yard-
stick which he can use to compare the relative merit of the
titfar investment against other possible investments.

Simple payback peiiods on the solar investment before and
after taxes are also printed on theioutput sheet.,The
payback period is the number of years required to generate
a cumulative savings (due, to reduced fuel costs) which
equals the initial outlay for the solar system . The user
is cautioned that the payback method neglect the "time
value" of money (a dollar in hind today is worth more
than a dollar generated in fuel savings five years from now)

11 fr U.5t. Carcrnnwnt Printing Office: 1977 .,244755



Titstfrig and Yalidation:
Solar Envinommental
P.O. Bo 1914
Ft. Collins, Colorado Bosp

For information on SOLC
International BusineasServices
Solar Group
1010 Vermont Avenue
WashLngton, D.C. 20005
Tel: (202) 628-145D
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